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Introduction
Pharmacy in University Hospital Maastricht:
–
–
–
–

8 qualified hospital pharmacists
1 QA pharmacist
5 trainees / project pharmacists
50 pharmacy technicians

– Since September 15, 2010 : GMP-z

University Hospital in Maastricht

Preparations for individual patients
Clean rooms TPN and cytostatic agents

Qualification of personnel
• Required in the GMP (-z), chapter 2
• It includes everyone (technicians,
pharmacists, technical personnel)

Personnel in GMP
‘There must be sufficient qualified personnel to
carry out all the tasks which are the responsibility
of the organisation.
Individual responsibilities should be clearly
understood by the individuals and recorded. All
personnel should be aware of the principles of
GMP that affect them and receive initial and
continuing training, including hygiene instructions,
relevant to there needs’.
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An approach of qualification
• Identity training requirements and make programme:
– New employee (experience, background)
– Annually (new tasks, sufficient experience)
• Execute training
• Use mentor or ‘train the trainer’ concept
• Document the training (if not documented:
it is not done !)
• Sign off training / qualification by:
employee, trainer and manager
• Keep records and make sure it remains up-to-date
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Example of overview skills
pharmacy technicians
Task Work in
Laminar flow
cabinet
Pharmacy

Prepare
Cytostatic
drugs

Prepare
TPN

technician

A

Q

Q

-

B

Q

-

Q

C

Q

L

L

D

L

-

L

Z

Q

Q

Q

Q = qualified
L = learning
- = can not perform this task
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Example of qualification
work in aseptic area
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Example of qualification
work in aseptic area
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Example of qualification:
work in aseptic area
(laminar flow cabinet)
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Training record: an example
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Why and how to document
qualification for pharmacists?
• General answer: ‘we know enough since we
follow 3-4 years of training hospital pharmacy
• This is a general training
• Document the specific training for the area
for which you are responsible, or replace a
colleague
– Courses
– Intructions, SOP’s, workinstructions
– Training by predecessor or colleague

• Signed statement Head of Department
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Example of overview
Qualification of pharmacists
(tasks, responsibilities, accountability matrix)
Task / Clinical
Pharmacist support

A

Production QA

X

B

X

C
D

Laboratory Medical
gasses

B
B

Z
X = responsible and accountable
B = back up, can execute the tasks

X
X

X
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Example of qualification pharmacist
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Example of qualification pharmacist
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Summary qualifications personnel
• GMP: person can only perform task when
trained
• Responsibility of management
• Qualification is only valid if it is signed
• Make sure you keep it up to date
• Trainer should be qualified (document this)
• General overview is useful managerial tool
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Outsourcing
Reasons for outsourcing; some examples:
• Strategic decision:
– Focus on specific activities
– Required investments can not be made
– Specific knowledge is lacking

• Shortage (qualified) personnel
• Temporary decision
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GMP on Outsourcing
‘Contract manufacture and analysis must be
correctly defined, agreed and controlled in order to
avoid misunderstandings which could result in a
product or work of unsatisfactory quality. There
must be a written contract between the Contract
Giver and the Contract Acceptor which establishes
the duties of each party. The contract must clearly
state the way in which the Qualified Person
releasing each batch of product for sale exercises
his full responsibility’.
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Assume you contract activities for
TPN to another organisation ..
What is required for this outsourcing?
• ..
•…
• ….
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What is required for Outsourcing?
• Contract, general terms
• Quality contract
• Make sure your contractor has appropriate
licence to operate
• Audit or equivalent
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Contract General terms
Scope
• List of products
• Prices
• Customer Services
• Responsibilities contract giver and contract
acceptor
• Should be signed by responsible (managing)
directors
• Liabilities (if applicable)
• Duration
Note: not all inclusive
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Quality Contract / Agreement
Should include:
Define:
– Quality of product (such as specifications, stability, in
process controls)
– Batch documentation and/or Certificate of Analysis
– GMP licence
– Deviations
– Complaints
– Recalls
– Include right of audit
– Signed by QA and head of Hospital Pharmacy
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When are contracts required?
• ….
• ……..
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When are contracts required?
• Outsourcing productions, analytical activities
• Third parties (also in case of service within
hospital):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microbiological testing
Sterility testing
Cleaning
Technical services
IT (example software)
Production equipment
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Is a contract useful or useless ?
• It is a lot of work: waste of time
• We shall trust each other
• GMP requires it
• Decision is up to your organization
• Advantage:
– Clear understanding what is required
– Responsibilities defined
– Avoids conflicts
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Discussion and Questions
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